
Insert the Verb

ELSA Level:     Level 2/3
Activity:          Learners review verbs and insert them into gapped 

sentences.
Time:               30 minutes
Materials:        April 2007 Westcoast Reader (page 21)

Worksheet #6

Learning Outcomes:   
Learners will be able to: 

Recognize the causes of diabetes.
Recognize when to use the present continuous tense.

Suggested Approach:
Instructor reviews the formation of the present continuous and
contrasts its use with the simple present.

Instructor and learners can read through the "Causes of Diabetes"
section of the Westcoast Reader article together, clarifying new
vocabulary, and identifying what happens in the body with
diabetes.

Instructor distributes Worksheet #6 and learners choose the
correct form of the verb to finish the sentences.  (Higher level
learners can try completing the worksheet without looking at the
article and can then correct their work by referring to the
article).

(page 22)
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What causes diabetes?

• The Westcoast Reader • April 2007

Everyone needs food to live.
Our bodies change most food
into glucose which is a form of 
sugar. The sugar gives us 
 energy.
    Sometimes our bodies cannot
use the sugar from food. This problem is called diabetes.

 
    For example:

∂ Maria ate lunch a few hours
ago. Her body is changing the
food into sugar.

∑ Now Maria’s
blood is carrying
the sugar to her
cells.

Maria pricks her finger. She checks
her blood with a meter.
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Cell art from Human Body on File © Diagram

∏ To use the sugar,
the cells need insulin.
Insulin helps the sugar
get into the cells.
Insulin is a hormone.
It comes from the
pancreas. The pancreas
is behind the stomach.

π Maria’s pancreas does not
use insulin well. Thismnnake  enough insulin. This
means that the sugar cannot
get into her cells.

∫ The sugar stays in Maria’s
blood. Then her blood sugar
becomes too high. Maria has
diabetes.
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Worksheet #6

  What causes diabetes?

Choose the correct form of the verb to finish the sentences.
Look at the Westcoast Reader article to check your answers.

Everyone __________ food to live.  Our bodies ____________
       (needs/needing)   (change/changing)

most food into sugar.  The sugar ______________ us energy.
   (gives/giving)

Sometimes our bodies cannot ____________ the sugar from food.
     (change/changing)

This problem is called diabetes.

Maria ate lunch a few hours ago.  Her body is ____________
           (change/changing)

the food into sugar now.

Now Maria’s blood is_________________  the sugar  to her cells.
(carries/carrying)

To use the sugar,  the cells ___________ insulin.
(need/needing)   

Maria’s pancreas does not ____________ enough insulin.  This
(make/making)

means that the sugar cannot _____________into her cells.
   (get/getting)

The sugar __________ in Maria’s blood.   Then her blood sugar
  (stays/staying)

becomes too high.   Maria has diabetes.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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